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A University is a collection of diverse groups of individuals representing numerous areas of expertise. It is through such diversity and interaction of disciplines that UW-Eau Claire gains its strength. This *Report* illustrates such diversity and interactions in our institution.
The 2001-2002 Report on Publications and Other Scholarly Achievements includes publications, creative achievements, extramural grants, faculty-student collaborations, undergraduate and graduate student independent and directed studies, and research papers. We celebrate the breadth and depth of the scholarship on our campus, and we also recognize the wonderful and unique opportunities our students have to engage in collaborative work with our outstanding faculty and academic staff and with each other. Many of these projects have been made possible with funding from the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Foundation, Inc.

The products of scholarly and creative activity form a tangible means through which the University contributes to society and demonstrates the fulfillment of its commitment to excellence in education. Projects represented in this report enhance what is taught and learned in the classroom and confirm for the UW-Eau Claire community, the community at large, and for prospective students the University's dedication to the academic and intellectual development of its faculty, academic staff, and students.

Updates on scholarly activity can also be found in the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs' publication Cornerstone: Research News and Notes, which is published once each spring and fall semester and the University Bulletin, published weekly by the University's News Bureau.

Donald Mash
Chancellor
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Institutions of higher learning engage in research and creative activities as integral parts of their educational functions. It is through such activities that our knowledge is increased and achievements are made to further the well-being of the general public. The articles, books, published research reports, major recitals or other significant refereed creative achievements, research papers, extramural grants, and faculty/student collaborations produced by the faculty, academic staff, and students serve as indicators of the contributions that the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire is making to the expansion of knowledge and the arts. UW-Eau Claire is pleased to acknowledge these achievements of its faculty, academic staff, and students.

The 2001-2002 Report on Publications and Other Scholarly Achievements represents, of course, only a small fraction of the total efforts of our faculty, academic staff, and students in research and creative activities. Some of our efforts do not lead to information that can be disseminated in an externally published form. However, the level of effort recorded in this Report is one measure of the achievements of UW-Eau Claire.

Of the activities catalogued in this Report, eight reasonably distinct categories can be identified:
1. publications which expand disciplinary frontiers of knowledge;
2. publications which transcend disciplinary boundaries by relationships with other disciplines;
3. publications which provide practical applications for research-generated knowledge;
4. publications which synthesize or reiterate research findings for newly identified audiences;
5. published creative works;
6. significant refereed activities which transmit a cultural/artistic heritage and/or expand or deepen the audience’s horizons;
7. extramural grants which provide funding for research and sponsored programs;
8. faculty/student collaborations which enrich the scholarly experience for all involved and result in a tangible product such as a paper, a poster, a presentation, a non-print media form, a musical composition, or a new chemical compound.

A university is a collection of diverse groups of individuals representing numerous areas of expertise. It is through such diversity and interaction of disciplines that UW-Eau Claire gains its strength. This Report illustrates such diversity and interactions of our institution. Examples of the scholarly works cited in this Report can be found on display in a special case located on the west side of the entry corridor of McIntyre Library.
Distribution of the 2001-2002 Report on Publications and Other Scholarly Achievements. All faculty and academic staff receive a copy of the Report. A small stock of extra copies has been printed so that interested individuals may receive extra copies by calling 715/836-3405. Suggestions and comments for improving the Report should be sent to Assistant Vice Chancellor Christopher Lind.

Inclusions and Exclusions. Faculty and academic staff members with joint appointments have been listed under the single unit they selected as their primary appointment for purposes of this Report. The departmental affiliation of faculty, academic staff, and students is also noted. The index includes only those faculty and academic staff who were employees of UW-Eau Claire and students enrolled between May 2001 and April 2002. Students whose abstracts were accepted by the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs for inclusion in the Tenth Annual UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day on April 22-23, 2002 are also included in the Report. In addition to publications and creative achievements during the 2001-02 academic year, this Report includes items bearing publication dates from May 2000 to April 2001 that were inadvertently omitted from the last report or actually published in 2002 (with an earlier date on the cover due to a journal being backlogged). The next issue will cover the period of May 2002 to April 2003. Every attempt has been made to be complete and accurate within the ground rules established for the Report. Members of the Editorial Advisory Board screened all entries as to their appropriateness for inclusion.

Acknowledgments. The Editorial Board appreciates the hard work and cooperation of those who assisted with this publication. Faculty and staff members who carefully and promptly completed their submission materials and Betty Feia in the Office Research and Sponsored Programs who critically proof read the Report and further aided the work.
Dr. Ronald Satz, Provost and Vice Chancellor
206A Schofield Hall
715/836-2320

Satz, Ronald. American Indian Policy in the
Jacksonian Era. Norman University of Oklahoma

Tallant, Steven, with LaVonne Cornell-Swanson,
Social Work, Jodi Thesing-Ritter, Housing and
Residence Life, Sarah Harvieux, Health Services, and
Sara Wilson, undergraduate student, Social Work.
“2002 Distribution of the Core Alcohol and Drug
Survey.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—
Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student
Research Collaborative Project.

Tetzloff, Jason. See Selika Ducksworth-Lawton,
History.

Ms. Ann Lapp, Director
240 Schofield Hall
715/836-5992

Dernbach, Amber, with Mary Lee and Caitlin Lee,
undergraduate students, same department. “The Living
Paj Ntaub Project: Hmong Journeys From Laos to Eau
Claire.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster
Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student
Research Collaborative Project.

Hanson, Betty. “Educational Opportunity Center.”
Extramural Grant. U.S. Department of Education.
$280,778.

—. “Student Support Services.” Extramural Grant. U.S.
Department of Education. $47,452.

Hisrich, Joseph. “GEAR UP.” Extramural Grant. U.S.
Department of Education. $292,800.

—. “Student Support Services.” Extramural Grant. U.S.
Department of Education. $292,089.

Jacobsen, Bill. “Wetland Delineation Planning and
Management Experiences.” Extramural Grant.
Wisconsin Department of Transportation. $27,145.

Lee, Caitlin, undergraduate student. See Amber
Dernbach, same department.

Lee, Mary, undergraduate student. See Amber
Dernbach, same department.

Quinn, Patricia. “Ronald E. McNair Post-
Baccalaureate Achievement Program.” U.S.
Department of Education. Extramural Grant. $209,811.

See, Patti, with Bruce Taylor, English. “Coming of
Age Film and Fiction in an Interactive First-Year
Experience Class.” Twenty-First Annual Conference on
the Freshman Year Experience. Orlando, FL, 15-19
Conference on the First-Year Experience. 57.

—, with Bruce Taylor, English. “Everybody’s
Wisconsin.” Jazz and Poetry After Five. State Theater,

—, with Bruce Taylor, English. “John 3:16.” Jazz and
Poetry After Five. State Theater, Eau Claire, WI. 15

—. “Happiest I’ve Never Been.” Fall Reading. Racy
D’lenes Very Coffee Lounge, Eau Claire, WI. 16 Nov.

—. “How I Became a Third Wave Feminist.” Girls
Next Door: Poetry and Prose from Women of the Third
Wave. The UW-Eau Claire Cabin, Eau Claire, WI. 11

—. “Notes on a Tuesday Date.” Conversely: The Smart
Take on Relationships 2.8 (2001): <http://

—. “Thighs Like Fresh Peaches.” Vestal Review: A
www.vestalreview.net/thighs.HTM>.

Vance, Jim. “American Multicultural Student
Leadership Conference.” Extramural Grant. Johnson
Wax. $51,176.

Vue, Charles. “Career Ladder.” Extramural Grant. U.S.
Department of Education. $34,629.

—. “Refugee Teacher Training.” Extramural Grant.
U.S. Department of Education. $21,260.

Wahome, Kimamo. “Upward Bound.” Extramural
Grant. U.S. Department of Education. $295,376.
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE

Dr. Michael Wilson, Department Chair
400 Schneider Social Science
715/836-2184

Falkenberg, Karen, undergraduate student. See Lucretia Mattson, same department.


Hyduke, Erin, undergraduate student. See Mehdi Sheikholeslami, same department.

Mattson, Lucretia, with Abraham Nahm, same department, Karen Falkenberg, Chad Mc Cartney, and Julie Romary, undergraduate students, same department. “Credit Card Use by UW-Eau Claire Students.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

Mc Cartney, Chad, undergraduate student. See Lucretia Mattson, same department.

Nahm, Abraham. See Lucretia Mattson, same department.

Romary, Julie, undergraduate student. See Lucretia Mattson, same department.


ADULT HEALTH NURSING

Dr. Sheila Smith, Department Chair
210 School of Nursing
715/836-4834

Freborg, Kaija, undergraduate student. See Sue Peck, same department.

Hydo, Sharon, graduate student. See Joan Stehle Werner, same department.

Imdieke, Brian, undergraduate student. See Rosemary Jadack, same department.

Jadack, Rosemary, with Brian Imdieke, undergraduate student, same department. “Social Networks and Risk Taking Behavior.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Moon, Tricia, undergraduate student. See Joan Stehle Werner, same department.


Tanyi, Ruth, graduate student. See Joan Stehle Werner, same department.

Werner, Joan Stehle, with Sharon Hydo and Ruth Tanyi, graduate students, and Tricia Moon, undergraduate student, same department. “Spirituality, Wellness, and Quality of Life in People With Chronic Mental Illness.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.
ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Dr. Dale Taylor, Department Chair  
206 Human Sciences & Services  
715/836-2628

Foley, Corinna, undergraduate student. See Douglas Olson, same department.

Huntoon, Eliza. See Douglas Olson, same department.

Lobe, Christina, undergraduate student. See Lee Anna Rasar, same department.

Meyer, Gregory. See Douglas Olson, same department.


Olson, Douglas. “Center for Health & Aging Services Excellence (CHASE).” Extramural Grant. University of Minnesota. $10,000.

—, with Corinna Foley, undergraduate student, same department. “Qualitative Comparison of Long Term Care Facilities in Scotland and Wisconsin.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

—, with Leslie Grant and Sandra Potthoff, University of Minnesota. “Staffing and Administrative Issues in Special Care Units.” Alzheimer’s Care Quarterly 2.3 (2001): 22-27.

—, with Mary Zwygart-Stauffacher, Nursing Systems, and Gregory Meyer and Eliza Huntoon, undergraduate students, same department. “What is the Director of Nursing?” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. “Regional Geriatric Education Center.” Extramural Grant. Department of Health & Human Services. $10,000.

—. “Regional Geriatric Education Center.” Extramural Grant. Larson Allen Weishair Co. $750.

Rasar, Lee Anna, with Amy Ray, undergraduate student, same department. “Analysis of Healthy as Well as Destructive Responses to Anger Triggers Experienced by Inmates and Implications for Structuring Therapeutic Intervention via Music Therapy.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Christina Lobe, Rebecca Risberg, and Allison Reynolds, undergraduate students, same department. “Assessment of Curriculum Through Assessment of Student Performance Status on Competencies Identified by American Music Therapy Association.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Ray, Amy, undergraduate student. See Lee Anna Rasar, same department.

Reynolds, Allison, undergraduate student. See Lee Anna Rasar, same department.

Risberg, Rebecca, undergraduate student. See Lee Anna Rasar, same department.

ART

Dr. Eugene Hood, Jr., Department Chair  
104 Haas Fine Arts Center  
715/836-3277

Christopherson, Michael, with Sara Slattery, undergraduate student, same department. “George Hagle: Sculptor/Collector.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Lassa, Jenn, undergraduate student. See Steve Terwilliger, same department.

LaVenture, Mary, undergraduate student. See Deirdre Monk, same department.

Monk, Deirdre, with Mary LaVenture, undergraduate student, same department. “Form.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Slattery, Sara, undergraduate student. See Michael Christopherson, same department.


---

**BIOLOGY**

Dr. Michael Weil, Department Chair
331 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-4166


---. “Paleodistributions of C3 & C4 Grasses in Tropical East Africa-Climate Implications.” Extramural Grant. National Science Foundation. $57,600.


Bonis, Josh, undergraduate student. See Jon Scales, same department.

Boyce, C. L., undergraduate student. See Daniel Conklin, same department.

Bremer, Lindsay, undergraduate student. See Lloyd Turtinen, same department.
**Broege, Aaron**, undergraduate student. See Jon Scales, same department.


—. See Heidi Heizer, same department.

**Chevalier, Steve**, undergraduate student. See Amy Krist, same department.

**Conklin, Daniel**, with C. L. Boyce, undergraduate student, same department, M. B. Trent and P. J. Boor, University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX. “Amine Metabolism: A Novel Path to Coronary Artery Vasospasm.” *Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology* 175.2 (2001): 149-159.


—, with **Hanni Mueller** and Danica Kranig, undergraduate students, same department. “Development of Vasospasm Model: IV. Effects of Surgical Distension on the Reactivity of the Isolated Human Saphenous Vein.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


**Culligan, Tara**, undergraduate student. See Amy Krist, same department.

**Dennis, Jeral**, undergraduate student. See Daniel Janik, same department.
Garney, Melissa, undergraduate student. See Daniel Conklin, same department.

Hall, K, undergraduate student. See Daniel Conklin, same department.

Hawkins, Katherine, undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Heitmann, David, undergraduate student. See Christy Carello, same department.


—, undergraduate student. See Christy Carello, same department.

Ho, Tim, with Nicholas Wiegert, undergraduate student, same department. “Conduction Velocity and Defibrillation Mechanisms.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


Howe, Alicia, undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Hudock, Alyson, undergraduate student. See Christy Carello, same department.


—, “Mechanisms of Activity Induced Circadian Clock Resetting.” Extramural Grant. National Science Foundation. $60,000.

Johnson, Timothy, undergraduate student. See Wilson Taylor, same department.


—, with Jill Sporrong, undergraduate student, same department. “Habitat Enhancement for the Karner Blue Butterfly on CRP Lands in the Eau Claire River Basin.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Practices.” 2001-2002 National Park Foundation Grant RMP#BAND-N-017.004. Extramural Grant. $9,240.


—. See Matt Lloyd, David Lonzarich, and Jill Sporrong, same department.

Kluiber, Alexander, undergraduate student. See Christy Carello and Heidi Heizer, same department.

Kranig, Danica, undergraduate student. See Daniel Conklin, same department.


—, with Steve Chevalier and Zachary Najacht, undergraduate students, same department. “Effects of Parasitism on Host Life-History Traits Among Populations of the Freshwater Snail, Helisoma Anceps.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with Tara Culligan, undergraduate student, same department. “Comparison of Parasite Prevalence and Host Life-History Traits Among Populations of Fresh Water Snails.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


Lamanna, Chris, undergraduate student. See Sasha Showsh, same department.

Larson, Kevin, undergraduate student. See David Lonzarich, same department.

Lehmann, Justin, undergraduate student. See Joseph Rohrer, same department.

Leinberger, Kelly, undergraduate student. See Joseph Rohrer, same department.

Linder, Heather, undergraduate student. See David Lonzarich, same department.


—. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.

Lonzarich, David, with Kevin Larson and Lee Oksiuta, undergraduate students, same department. “Effect of Pool-Riffle Heterogeneity on the Movement of Brook Trout in Small Wisconsin Streams.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—, with Tim Ruhde, undergraduate student, same department. “Manipulations of Stunted Largemouth Bass and Consequences on the Trophic Structure of Small Wisconsin Lakes.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Meisel, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Mueller, Hanni, undergraduate student. See Daniel Conklin, same department.

Najacht, Zachary, undergraduate student. See Amy Krist, same department.

Norquist, Carolyn, undergraduate student. See Jon Scales, same department.
Oksiuta, Lee, undergraduate student. See David Lonzarich, same department.

Ovans, Ingrid, undergraduate student. See David Lonzarich, same department.

Pawluk, L. M., undergraduate student. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.

Peot, Sarah, graduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Prall, David, undergraduate student. See Lloyd Turtinen, same department.

Preis, Hilary, undergraduate student. See Jon Scales, same department.


—, See Evan Weiher, same department.

Ruhde, Tim, undergraduate student. See David Lonzarich, same department.

Scales, Jon, with Aaron Broege, undergraduate student, same department. “Transcriptional Regulatory Regions of the EphB3 Gene Analyzed in Transgenic Frogs.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Aaron Broege and Hilary Preis, undergraduate students, same department. “Characterization of TCK Regulatory Sequences.”

Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Hilary Preis, undergraduate student, same department. “Sequencing and Mapping of TCK Regulatory Elements.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with Josh Bonis, undergraduate student, same department. “Is the C-Terminal Domain of Eph A4 Required to Mediated Disruption of Cadherin-Based Cell Adhesion?” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Schmukler, Glenn, undergraduate student. See Kristina Beuning, same department.

Sekorski, Amy, undergraduate student. See Sasha Showsh, same department.

Showsh, Sasha, with Amy Sekorski, undergraduate student, same department. “Structural and Genetic Analysis of a Bacteriocin Gene Located on Plasmid pAM369.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Sporrong, Jill, undergraduate student, with J. Anklam, USDA NRCS-Altoona, Paula Kleintjes, same department. “Habitat Enhancement for the Federally Endangered Karner Blue Butterfly

—. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.


Trushenski, Nicole, undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.


—, with Lindsay Bremer and David Prall, undergraduate students, same department. “Prevalence of the US29 Gene in Human Cytomegalovirus Strains.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Scott Hartsel, Chemistry.

Tysver, Tom, undergraduate student. See Sasha Showsh, same department.

Vogler, Abigail, undergraduate student. See Amy Krist, same department.

Wallace, Chris, undergraduate student. See Terry Balding, same department.

Weiher, Evan, with Alicia Howe, undergraduate student, same department. “On the Combined Effects of Scale, Disturbance, and Stress on Species Richness in Oak Savannas.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.


—, with Joseph Rohrer, same department, and Alicia Howe, undergraduate student, same department. “Prairie and Oak Savanna Floristics and Diversity in the Lower Chippewa River State Natural Area.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Joseph Rohrer, same department.

**Weil, Michael.** “DNR Internships.” Extramural Grant. Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. $5,486.

**Wiegert, Nicholas,** undergraduate student. See Tim Ho, same department.


**CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION**

**Dr. Karl F. Markgraf, Director**
111D Schofield Hall
715/836-4411


**CHEMISTRY**

**Dr. John Pladziewicz, Department Chair**
460 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-3417

**Bauer, Emily,** undergraduate student. See Scott Hartsel, same department.

**Burich, Stacy,** undergraduate student. See Thao Yang, same department.

**Cannon, Philip,** undergraduate student. See Westley Manske, same department.

**Carney, Michael,** with **Danah Holman,** undergraduate student, same department. “Chromium (III) 2, 6-BIS (imino) Pyridine Complexes as Ethylene Polymerization.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

—, with **Danah Holman** and **Sara Hayward,** undergraduate students, same department. “The Synthesis and Reactivity of Neutral Olefin Polymerization Catalysts.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with **Nicholas Robertson,** undergraduate student, same department. “Neutral Group 6 Olefin Polymerization Catalysts.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with **Nicholas Robertson,** undergraduate student, same department. “Synthesis and Reactivity of Chromium (II) and Chromium (III) Complexes Incorporating Bis (2-Pyridylmethyl) Amine and Tris (2-Pyridylmethyl) Ligands.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

—. “Neutral Group 6 Olefin Polymerization Catalysts.” Extramural Grant. Research Corporation. $32,000.


—. See Danah Holman and Nicholas Robertson, same department.

**Drucker, Stephen,** with **Emily Gilles,** undergraduate student, same department. “Dynamical Studies of Electronically Excited Molecules.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See James Phillips, same department.


—. See Jason Halfen, same department.
Gannon, Erin, undergraduate student. See Thao Yang, same department.

Gilles, Emily, undergraduate student. See Stephen Drucker, same department.

Goertz, Matthew, undergraduate student. See Mel Sahyun, same department.

Gullickson, Glen, undergraduate student. See David Lewis, same department.

Halfen, Jason. “Analysis of the Molecular Architecture of Copper Catalysts for Olefin Aziridination.” Extramural Grant. Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation. $60,000.

—, with Derek Fox, undergraduate student, same department. “Metal-Mediated Carbon-Nitrogen Bond Formation Reactions.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Derek Fox and Heather Moore, undergraduate students, same department. “S-Alkylation of Square-Pyramidal Cationic Metallothiolates: Relevance to Biological Metal-Mediated Alkyl-Group Transfer Reactions.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.


—. See Derek Fox and Heather Moore, same department.

Hartsel, Scott, with Emily Bauer, undergraduate student, same department. “Cochleate Amphotericin B Drug Delivery Systems.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—, with Theodore Weiland and Emily Bauer, undergraduate students, same department. “Can Alzheimer’s and Mad Cow Disease be Treated With a Common Antibiotic? Evidence From the Lab.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

Hayward, Sara, undergraduate student. See Michael Carney and Nicholas Robertson, same department.


—. See Michael Carney, same department.


—. “High Precision Calculations on the Beryllium and Lithium Atoms.” Extramural Grant. National Science Foundation. $20,000.


Lischefski, Joel, undergraduate student. See David Lewis, same department.


—. See Marc Mc Ellistrem, same department.

Mc Ellistrem, Marc, with Westley Manske, undergraduate student, same department. “Hydrogen Absorption on Silicon Enhanced Ethylene.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.
—, with Westley Manske and Timothy Schleusner, undergraduate students, same department. “Gallium Nitride Surface Structure Studied by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Westley Manske, same department and Douglas Dunham, Physics and Astronomy.


—. See Jason Halfen, same department.

Muller, Cheryl, with Donald Rogness, undergraduate student, same department. “Sulfoxides in Selective Alcohol Oxidations.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Nelson, Lars, undergraduate student. See Fred King, same department.

Phillips, James, with Clinton Fenner, undergraduate student, same department. “Probing Substituent and Solvent Effects on Charge Distribution in O-H Containing Molecules with Vibrational Intensity Measurements.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—, with Nathan Wells, undergraduate student, same department. “Infrared Spectroscopy at 10K: Partially-Bonded Complexes Formed from Nitriles and Boron Trifluoride.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. “Spectroscopic Investigation of Molecular Complexes in Cryogenic Matrices.” Extramural Grant. Petroleum Research Fund. $50,000.

—. See Clinton Fenner and Nathan Wells, same department.


—. See Michael Carney, same department.

Rogness, Donald, undergraduate student. See Cheryl Muller, same department.

Sahyun, Mel, with Matthew Goertz, undergraduate student, same department. “Is the Bunsen-Roscoe Law of Photochemistry Absolute in its Applicability?” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Schlesusner, Timothy, undergraduate student. See Marc Mc Ellistrem, same department.

Schulta, Danielle, undergraduate student. See Thao Yang, same department.

Siemer, Rebecca, undergraduate student. See Marcia Miller-Rodeberg, same department.

Weiland, Theodore, undergraduate student. See Scott Hartsel, same department.

Wells, Nathan, undergraduate student, with James Phillips, same department. “A Comparative Study of the Matrix Isolation Infrared Spectra of Nitrile Donor - Boron Trifluoride Complexes.” Sixteenth National Conference on Undergraduate Research. Whitewater,
23


Zopp, Amber, undergraduate student. See Marcia Miller-Rodeberg, same department.

Bohiken, Megan, graduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.

Brown, Rebecca, graduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.


—, with Meghan Barnaby, Jenna Poulos, and Jennifer Funk, undergraduate students, same department. “Functional Assessment of Adult Non-Native English Speakers.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Kathryn Anderson, Family Health Nursing.

Charest, Renee, undergraduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.

Feit, Amy, undergraduate student. See Linda Carpenter, same department.

Finup, Michelle, undergraduate student. See Linda Carpenter, same department.

Funk, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Linda Carpenter, same department.

Graf, Natalie, undergraduate student. See Kristine Retherford, same department.

Haley, Grace, undergraduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.

Harper, Haley, undergraduate student. See Linda Carpenter, same department.

Jones, Taryn, undergraduate student. See Kristine Retherford, same department.

Litka, Nicole, undergraduate student. See Linda Carpenter, same department.
Nyhus, Karyn, graduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.

Owen, Jennie, undergraduate student. See Kristine Retherford, same department.

Poulos, Jenna, undergraduate student. See Linda Carpenter, same department.

Radmer, Katherine, graduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.

Retherford, Kristine, with Natalie Graf, Taryn Jones, and Jennie Owen, undergraduate students, same department. “Normal Infant Swallow: Frequency Data Collection.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Schmitz, Jonathan, graduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.


—, with Sally Wurpts, graduate student, same department. “The Effects of Electrical Stimulation and Thermal Stimulation on Unilateral Facial Weakness.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Wurpts, Sally, graduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.


Fischer, Joanna, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Geurkink, Alicia, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Hafele, Brent, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.


—. See David Kraai, Aaron Unseth and Joee Waterhouse, same department.

Hildebrandt, Rebecca, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.


—. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Janiszewski, Dawn, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Johnson, Heidi, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Kluge, Shana, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Kryzer, Jaycelyn, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Lawrence, Robert, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Moe, Eulalie, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Moua, Maiknue, undergraduate student. See Susan Hafen and W. Robert Sampson, same department.


Peterson, Heather, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Peterson, Julie. See Gloria Hochstein, English.

Przybylski, Sarah, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.

Rowe, Andrea, undergraduate student. See W. Robert Sampson, same department.


Computer Science

Dr. Andrew Phillips, Department Chair
131 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-2526

Covi, Ben, undergraduate student. See Andrew Phillips, same department.

LeMay, Michael, undergraduate student. See Michael Wick, same department.

Meehan, Joe, undergraduate student. See Daniel Stevenson, same department.

Meyer, Matt, undergraduate student. See Michael Wick, same department.


Phillips, Andrew, with Ben Covi, undergraduate student, same department. “A Minimum Canonical Class Definition for C++ Classes.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. “ITR: Global Optimization in Computational Biology.” Extramural Grant. National Science Foundation. $17,728.


—. See Michael Wick, same department.

Steffen, Theresa, undergraduate student. See Daniel Stevenson, same department.


—. See Michael Wick, same department.

Williams, Daniel, undergraduate student. See Andrew Phillips, same department.
COUNSELING SERVICES

Dr. Patrick J. Kennedy, Director
2122 Old Library
715/836-5521


—. “The Road is Open.” Eau Claire Leader Telegram 7 Sept. 2001: 6A.


Kennedy, Josh, undergraduate student. See P. J. Kennedy, same department.

Kennedy, P. J., with Allen Keniston, Psychology, Becky Moe, Kait Wainscott, Josh Kennedy, Ken Ortery and Megan Sepnafski, undergraduate students, same department. “The Incidence Rate and Correlates of Tobacco Use on the UW-Eau Claire Campus.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Lori Bica, Psychology.

Moe, Becky, undergraduate student. See P. J. Kennedy, same department.

Ortery, Ken, undergraduate student. See P. J. Kennedy, same department.

Schneider, Katherine S. See Marie (Mickey) Crothers, Psychology.

Sepnafski, Megan, undergraduate student. See P. J. Kennedy, same department.

Wainscott, Kait, undergraduate student. See P. J. Kennedy, same department.

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Dr. Susan McIntyre, Department Chair
284 Brewer Hall
715/836-5846

Barganz, R. See Kathryn Anderson, Family Health Nursing.

Dunlap, William P. See Katherine A. Rhoades, Foundations of Education.

Hollon, Robert. See Katherine A. Rhoades, Foundations of Education.

McIntyre, Sue. See Katherine A. Rhoades, Foundations of Education.

Yefimov, Oleg, undergraduate student. See Kate Mastruserio Reynolds, Foreign Languages.

ECONOMICS

Dr. Edward Young, Department Chair
400 Schneider Social Science
715/836-5743

Avin, Rose-Marie, with Cristiana Oliveira, undergraduate student, same department. “Modernization and Women in Brazil: The Role of Race, Class, and Ethnicity.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


DaCosta, Maria, with Feng Deng, undergraduate student, same department. “China and the ‘New Economy.’” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Rama Yelkur, Management and Marketing.

Deng, Feng, undergraduate student. See Maria DaCosta, same department.

Fuller, David, undergraduate student. See David Schaffer, same department.

Hutchinson, Rebecca, undergraduate student. See Fred Kolb, same department.

Kolb, Fred, with Rebecca Hutchinson, undergraduate student, same department. “Predicting Opening Weekend Box Office Revenue.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

Lee, Caitlin, undergraduate student. See Wayne Carroll, same department.

Lor, Tua, undergraduate student. See Wayne Carroll, same department.

Oliveira, Cristiana, undergraduate student. See Rose-Marie Avin, same department.

Schaffer, David, with David Fuller, undergraduate student, same department. “Growing Wage Inequality in the U.S. - How Did We Get Here and Where Are We Going?” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Edward Young, same department.

Young, Edward, with Ravshan Yakubov, undergraduate student, same department. “Uzbekistan: Past, Present, and Future: The War Against Terrorism and Its Impact.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Ravshan Yakubov, same department.

---

**English**

Dr. Martin Wood, Department Chair  
433 Hibbard Humanities Hall  
715/836-2639

Anaya, Stephanie, undergraduate student. See David Jones, same department.


Beger, Kate, undergraduate student. See Kate Mastruserio Reynolds, Foreign Languages.

Boster, Daniel, graduate student, with Karen Welch, same department. “Assessing the Value of Institution-Wide Requirements for Writing-Intensive Courses Beyond the First-Year Composition Course.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Carroll, Jan, undergraduate student, with Erna Kelly, same department. Writing Internship. 2001-2002.

Conery, Erin, undergraduate student. See Richard Nimke, Music and Theatre Arts.


—, with Amanda Fullan, undergraduate student, same department. “Evidence-Based Medicine: The Definition of Good Medical Practice?” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Gloria Hochstein, same department.


—, undergraduate student. See Ruth Cronje, same department.


—. “Scene from a Window Near the Austin Airport” and “What About the Light on the Window?” The Gettysburg Review V.15 (Spring 2002): 124-127.

Hanson, Charles, with Meng Yang, undergraduate student, same department. “Hmong Storytelling Through Four Mediums.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.


Horton, Joseph, undergraduate student. See David Jones, same department.


Hulett, Taina, undergraduate student. See Gloria Hochstein, same department.


—. See April La Blanc, same department.


—. See Rebekah Belanger, Amanda Butler, Jan Carroll, Amanda Fullan, Keith Hoffman, Kelly Marcks, Caleb Olson, Matthew Patterson, Rachel Thom, and Anne Wendt, same department.


Mendez-Gorski, Guillermo, undergraduate student. See David Jones, same department.


Olson, Caleb, undergraduate student, with Erna Kelly, same department. Writing Internship. 2001-2002.


—. See April La Blanc, same department.

Patterson, Matthew, undergraduate student, with Erna Kelly, same department. Writing Internship. 2001-2002.


—. See Patti See, Academic and Career Services.


Welch, Karen. See Daniel Boster and Gloria Hochstein, same department.

Wendt, Anne, undergraduate student, with Erna Kelly, same department. Writing Internship. 2001-2002.
Yang, Meng, undergraduate student. See Charles Hanson, same department.

**FAMILY HEALTH NURSING**

Dr. Elaine Wendt, Department Chair  
238 School of Nursing  
715/836-5515

Anderson, Kathryn Hoehn, with Amalie Meyer, Kathryn Forkrud, Jennifer Greiber, and Dianna Moll, undergraduate students, same department. “Collecting and Analyzing Data from Couple Interaction During Breast Cancer.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Dahlin, Lisa, undergraduate student. See S. D. Moch, same department.

Davids, Kim, undergraduate student. See S. D. Moch, same department.

Forkrud, Kathryn, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hoehn Anderson, same department.

Geissler, Emily, undergraduate student. See Nola Schmitt, same department.

Greiber, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hoehn Anderson, same department.

Gueldenzopf, Samantha, undergraduate student. See S. D. Moch, same department.

McDaniel, Jessica, undergraduate student. See S. D. Moch, same department.

Meyer, Amalie, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hoehn Anderson, same department.

Moch, S. D., with Carol White, alumnus. “Student Mentoring from the Mentor’s Perspective.” Spring 2001. Collaborative Project.


—, with Jessica McDaniel, undergraduate student, same department. “New Knowledge Discussion Groups: Grant Writing for a Pilot Evaluation Study.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Jessica McDaniel and Samantha Gueldenzo, undergraduate students, same department. “Drop in Group Medical Appointments: A Partnership Between UW Family Medicine Clinic and UW-Eau Claire Nursing.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Moll, Dianna, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hoehn Anderson, same department.

Schmitt, Nola, with Emily Geissler, undergraduate student, same department. “Nurses’ Experiences of Touch and Healing.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. “Family Nurse Practitioner Services.” Extramural Grant. Bircher Chiropractic and Wellness Center. $3,485.


Yang, May, undergraduate student. See S. D. Moch, same department.

FINANCIAL AID

Ms. Kathleen Sahlhoff, Director
115B Schofield Hall
715/836-3373


—. “SEOG.” Extramural Grant. U.S. Department of Education. $754,258.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Dr. Richard Gunn, Interim Department Chair
378 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-4287


—. See Eva Santo-Phillips, same department.

Asuquo, Chris, undergraduate student. See Kate Mastruserio Reynolds, same department.

Bolton, Stacey, undergraduate student. See Kate Mastruserio Reynolds, same department.


—, ed., with Sara Doering, undergraduate student, same department, and Carter Smith, same department. “Sustaining Change: New Directions as Standard Practice.” By Gale Crouse, Sara Doering, and Carter...

—. See Carter Smith, same department.

Dahl, Angie, undergraduate student. See Kate Mastruserio Reynolds, same department.


Doering, Sara, undergraduate student. See Gale Crouse and Carter Smith, same department.

Fricano, Joseph, undergraduate student. See Kate Mastruserio Reynolds, same department.


—. See Martina Lindseth, same department.

Hoff, Nuria I. See Paul J. Hoff, same department.


Holm, Jessica, undergraduate student. See Johannes Strohschänk, same department.


Kuechenmeister, Bobby, undergraduate student. See Patrick Day, same department.

Lefler, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Johannes Strohschänk, same department.


—. See Katie Gustad, same department.

Peters, Elizabeth, undergraduate student. See Kate Mastruserio Reynolds, same department.

Reynolds, Kate Mastruserio, with Chris Asuquo, undergraduate student, same department, Kate Beger, undergraduate student, English, Elizabeth Peters and Dean Tsantir, undergraduate students, same department, Oleg Yefimov, undergraduate student, Curriculum and Instruction, Stacey Bolton, Joseph Fricano, and Angie Dahl, undergraduate students, same department. “Student-Teacher Discourse Acquisition via In-Class Listserves.” 36th Annual Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages Conference, Alexandria, VA—Oral Presentation. 9-13 April 2002.


Sapetta, Kimberlee, undergraduate student. See Mary Iribarren, same department.


—, with Jennifer Allen, undergraduate student, same department. “Gender Issues in the Literature of Sabina Berman.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Jennifer Allen, same department.

Smith, Carter, with Gale Crouse, same department, Sara Doering, undergraduate student, same department. “Sustaining Change: New Directions as


—. See Gale Crouse, same department.

Strohschänk, Johannes, with Jennifer Lefler, Jessica Holm and Sarah Watson, undergraduate students, same department. “Re-Interpreting the Schlegelmilch House: A Collaboration With the Chippewa Valley Museum.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with Kara Ziehl, undergraduate student, same department. “Differentiated Patterns of Migration Between the German States and the Counties of Wisconsin: 1850 – 1860.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. “The Official Word vs. the Horse’s Mouth: Descriptions of Wisconsin for the German Emigrant in the 1850s.” Yearbook of German-American Studies 36 (2001): 129-156.


Thevenin, Dominique. Rev. of Depuis toute la vie by Jean-Marc Parisot. The French Review 75.3 (Feb. 2002).

—. Rev. of Osmose by Yann Queffêlec. The French Review 75. 4 (Mar. 2002).


Tsantir, Dean, undergraduate student. See Kate Mastruserio Reynolds, same department.


Valero, Jose, with Stephanie Zighelboim, graduate student, same department. “A Sociopolitical Reading of Rivas’ Don Alvaro o la Fuerza del ino.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Watson, Sarah, undergraduate student. See Johannes Strohschänk, same department.

Ziehl, Kara, undergraduate student. See Johannes Strohschänk, same department.

Zighelboim, Stephanie, graduate student. See Jose Valero, same department.
Ikuta, Juanita, graduate student. See Carol M. Koroghlanian, same department.

Johnson, James, undergraduate student. See Katherine A. Rhoades, same department.


—, with Juanita Ikuta, graduate student, same department. “Managing a Progressive Student Run Technology Lab.” Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) Conference, Atlanta, GA—Presentation. 7-10 Nov. 2001.


Shurtleff, Jeff, undergraduate student. See Cynthia Gray-Mash, same department.

Zlotocha, Seth, undergraduate student. See Roger Tlusty, same department.

Dr. J. Brady Foust, Department Chair
260 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-3244


—. “Archaeological Survey of the Kinnickinnic River Pine Creek and Hatfield Lake.” Extramural Grant. Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. $4,572.


—, with Phillip Ihinger, Geology, and Molly Sandgren, undergraduate student, Geology. “Fingerprinting the Source of Obsidian Artifacts from Wisconsin: Ancient, Long-Range Intricate Trade Routes, or Simply Local Commerce?” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Bowen, Katie, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust, same department.
Bradford, Marc, undergraduate student. See Sean Hartnett and Harry Jol, same department.

Brown, Erin, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust, same department.

DeChaine, Ryan, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol and Garry Running, same department.

Dillivan, Christy, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust, same department.

Durni, Jed, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol, same department.

Faulkner, Douglas, with Tobi Rutten, undergraduate student, same department. “Persisting Sediment Yields and the Role of Tributary Streams in the Lower Buffalo River Watershed, Buffalo County, Wisconsin.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Tobi Rutten, undergraduate student, same department. “The Relationship of Persisting High Sediment Yields to Land Use and Forest Cover Change in the Buffalo River Watershed: A GIS-Based Analysis.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Forbes, Jack, undergraduate student. See Daniel Strouthes, same department.


—. See Lisa Theo, same department.

Hafeman, Lori, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust and Lisa Theo, same department.

Hahn, Patrick, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust and Harry Jol, same department.

Hartnett, Sean, with Joel Stevens and Ryan Zahler, undergraduate students, same department. “Comprehensive GPS Survey of Lower Chippewa River Field Station Site.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Garry Running, same department.

Haughton, P. V., undergraduate student. See Harry Jol, same department.

Heidtke, Erin, undergraduate student. See Lisa Theo, same department.

Ishigaki, Noriko, undergraduate student. See Helaine Minkus, same department.


—, with C. D. Peterson, Portland State University, S. Vanderburgh, University College of the Fraser Valley, and J. B. Phipps, Grays Harbor College. “Ground Penetrating Radar as a Regional Geomorphic Mapping Tool: Shorelineaccretion/erosion Along the Columbia River Littora Cell.” *Geological Society of America*


—, with Ryan DeChaine, undergraduate student, same department. “Ground Penetrating Radar and Data Visualization from Selected Geomorphic and Archaeological Sites.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Garry Running, same department and Karen Havholm, Geology.

Kevin, Brian, undergraduate student. See Helaine Minkus, same department.

Kleiner, Ross, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol, same department.

Kramer, Jon, undergraduate student. See Tim Bawden, same department.

Kyle, Shawn, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, same department.
Lahner, Joshua, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, same department.

Long, Kimberly, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, same department.

McDonnell, Daniel, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol, same department.

McGuiness, Patrick, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust, same department.

Meisel, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, same department.


—, with Noriko Ishigaki, undergraduate student, same department. “The Social Networks of New International Students.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Moe, Eulalie, undergraduate student. See Lisa Theo, same department.

Morton, Chris M, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol, same department.

Mueller, Carrie, undergraduate student. See Lisa Theo, same department.

Ollendick, Casie, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, same department.

Orzech, Corinne, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, same department.


Porschien, Don, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, same department.

Reiter, Amanda, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust, same department.


—, with Harry Jol, same department, Karen Havholm, Geology, Nicole Bergstrom, undergraduate student, Geology, Corinne Orzech and Ryan DeChaine, undergraduate students, same department. “SCAPE Project Geoarchaeological Investigations: The 2001 Field Season.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Harry Jol, same department, and Karen Havholm, Geology.

**Rutten, Tobi**, undergraduate student. See Douglas Faulkner, J. Brady Foust and Harry Jol, same department.

**Sandstrom, Paul**, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust and Garry Running, same department.

**Schreck, Sarah**, undergraduate student. See Lisa Theo, same department.

**Seifert, Rubin**, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust, Sean Hartnett and Ingolf Vogeler, same department.

**Stevens, Joel**, undergraduate student. See Sean Hartnett, same department.


—. See J. Brady Foust and Garry Running, same department.

**Viavattine, A. P.**, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol, same department.


**Yassin, Sandy**, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust, same department.
Zahler, Ryan, undergraduate student. See Sean Hartnett, same department.

Zaun, Steven, undergraduate student. See J. Brady Foust, same department.

Dr. Robert Hooper, Department Chair
153 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-3732


Bergstrom, Nicole, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, Geography and Anthropology, and Karen Havholm, same department.

Burton, Bradford, with Carter Dettloff, undergraduate student, same department. “Geology and Geochemistry of Lake Ecene-Oligocene Rhyolitic Volcanic Rocks, Carlin-Pinon Range, Elko County, Nevada.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Melissa Weisheipl, undergraduate student, same department. “GIS Mapping of the Robinson Mountain Quadrangle, Elko County, Nevada.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Phillip Ihinger, same department, and Joshua Carlisle, undergraduate student, same department. “Geochemistry of Eocene-Oligocene Volcanic Rocks in the Carlin-Pinon Range, Elko County, Nevada.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Carlisle, Joshua, undergraduate student. See Bradford Burton, same department.

Chmielowiec, Jacob, undergraduate student. See Phillip Ihinger, same department.

Dettloff, Carter, undergraduate student. See Bradford Burton, same department.

Gordee, Sarah, undergraduate student. See J. Brian Mahoney, same department.

Hansen, Lisa, undergraduate student. See Karen Havholm, same department.

Havholm, Karen, with Garry Running, Geography and Anthropology, and Nicole Bergstrom, undergraduate student, same department. “Stratigraphy and Mid-Holocene Dune Activity, Oak Lake Sand Hills, Manitoba.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with Lisa Hansen, undergraduate student, same department. “Identifying and Expanding Resources for Teaching Geoscience to the Visually Impaired.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Harry Jol and Garry Running, Geography and Anthropology, and April Johnson, same department.

Hooper, Robert. See J. Brian Mahoney, same department.


—. See Robert Barth, Geography and Anthropology, and Bradford Burton, same department.


—. See J. Brian Mahoney, same department.

Knippel, Paul, undergraduate student. See Karen Havholm, same department.


—, with April Johnson and Sarah Gordee, undergraduate students, same department. “Geologic Evolution of the Bella Coola Region, West-Central British Columbia.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


Paulson, Benjamin, undergraduate student. See Phillip Ihinger, same department.

Prindiville, Sarah, undergraduate student. See J. Brian Mahoney, same department.

Sandgren, Molly, undergraduate student. See Robert Barth, Geography and Anthropology.


Treague, Jeremy, undergraduate student. See Kent Syverson, same department.

Weisheipl, Melissa, undergraduate student. See Bradford Burton, same department.

HEALTH SERVICES

Ms. Laura Chellman, Director
151 Crest Wellness Center
715/836-5954

Harvieux, Sarah. See Steven Tallant, Academic Affairs-Administrative.
Dr. Thomas Miller, Department Chair
715 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-5176

Bissonnette, David, graduate student. See James Oberly, same department.

Butterfield, Shane, undergraduate student. See Jane Pederson, same department.

Byers, Jeremy, undergraduate student. See Selika Ducksworth-Lawton, same department.


—, with Jeremy Byers, undergraduate student, same department. “Armor, Firepower, and Men. Small Unit Tactics on the Eastern Front During World War II.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Robert Ecker, same department.


Gehring, Melissa, undergraduate student. See Geoff Peterson, Political Science.


Jackson, Steve, undergraduate student. See Eugenio Pinero, same department.

Lambert, Laura, undergraduate student. See James Oberly, same department.

Oberly, James, with David Bissonnette, graduate student, same department. “Chippewa Treaty Rights: A Continuing Study.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project, Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


Pinero, Eugenio, with Steve Jackson, undergraduate student, same department. “Bob Stone, Community Reform and the Role of the Individual in History.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Reid, Rebecca, undergraduate student. See Robert Ecker, same department.

Stovey, Patricia, graduate student. See Selika Ducksworth-Lawton, same department.

Tyberg, Seth, undergraduate student. See James Oberly, same department.

Waters, Matt. See Foreign Languages.
HOUSING AND RESIDENCE LIFE

Mr. Charles Major, Director
112 Towers Hall North
715/836-5387

Thesing-Ritter, Jodi. See Steven Tallant, Academic Affairs-Administrative.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Dr. William Frankenberger, Director
172 Human Sciences & Services
715/836-5020

Carlson, Steven, graduate student. See William Frankenberger, same department.

Chrouser, Christina, undergraduate student. See William Frankenberger, same department.

Dahms, Kimberly, graduate student. See William Frankenberger, same department.

Frankenberger, William, with Kimberly Dahms, graduate student, same department, Melissa Irwin and Christina Chrouser, undergraduate students, same department. "Stimulant Use and Abuse in Wisconsin Schools from the Student Perspective.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, “Lac du Flambeau Experience.” Extramural Grant. Lac du Flambeau School. $2,000.


Groeschl, Trisha, graduate student. See William Frankenberger, same department.

Irwin, Melissa, undergraduate student. See William Frankenberger, same department.

KINESIOLOGY AND ATHLETICS

Dr. Marilyn Skrivseth, Department Chair
219 McPhee Physical Education Center
715/836-2546

Bredle, Don. See Darren Faherty, same department.


Faherty, Darren, undergraduate student, with Don Bredle, same department. “Associating Pulmonary Functions with Smoking and Exercise Habits Over Four College Years.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.


McIntyre, Lisa. See William Harms, Student Services.


—. “Learn to Skate and Have Fun!” The School News 5.5 (May 2001): 18.


Poll-Sorensen, Toni. See Christy Carello, Biology.


definition

Library Services

Mr. Robert Rose, Director
3005 Library
715/836-3715


Management and Marketing

Dr. Robert Sutton, Department Chair
400 Schneider Social Science
715/836-3677

Bergmann, Thomas, with Dale Johnson, same department, and Stephanie Carlson, undergraduate student, same department. “Assessment of Electronic Focus Groups to Evaluate College of Business Core Curriculum.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. with Dmitry A. Yarushkin, graduate student, same department. “Comparative Analysis of Pension Plans in Western European Countries, Russia and the U. S. with Emphasis on Trends for Future Development of Russian Pension System.” Public Administration and
Carlson, Stephanie, undergraduate student. See Thomas Bergmann, same department.

Flunker, La Nette. See Chuck Tomkovick and Rama Yelkur, same department.

Hostager, Todd. See Kathryn Ready, same department.

Johnson, Dale. See Thomas Bergmann, same department.


— See Kathryn Ready, same department.


Pathos, James N. See Rama Yelkur, same department.


Strauch, Casey, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Ready, same department.

Tomkovick, Chuck, with La Nette Flunker and Rama Yelkur, same department. “Privacy,


—, with Rama Yelkur, same department, and Patty Traczyk, undergraduate student, same department. “A Longitudinal Analysis of Super Bowl Advertising Effectiveness.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Rama Yelkur, same department.

Traczyk, Patty, undergraduate student. See Chuck Tomkovick, same department.

Yarushkin, Dmitry A., graduate student. See Thomas Bergmann, same department.


—. See Chuck Tomkovick, same department and Maria DaCosta, Economics.

**Mathematics**

Dr. Thomas Wineinger, Department Chair
508 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-3301

Anderson, Stephanie, undergraduate student. See Shyam Chadha, same department.

Awe, Thomas, undergraduate student. See Mohamed Elgindi, same department.

Barth, Bradley, undergraduate student. See Marc Goulet, same department.

Bodin, Derek, undergraduate student. See Michael Penkava, same department.

Buck, Leon, undergraduate student. See Marc Goulet, same department and Paul Thomas, Physics and Astronomy.


Cox, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Michael Penkava, same department.


Giamati, Claudia. See Andrew Balas, same department.

Goulet, Marc, with Alex Smith, same department, Theodore Jaeger, Leon Buck, and Bradley Barth, undergraduate students, same department. “A Two-Dimensional Model for the Re-Freezing of the Ice Sheet on Europa After a Melt-Through Event.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

—. See Paul Thomas, Physics and Astronomy.


Hutchinson, Rebecca, undergraduate student. See Robert Langer, same department.

Jaeger, Theodore, undergraduate student. See Marc Goulet, same department.


—. See Mohamed Elgindi, same department.

Leong, Chong Hoong, undergraduate student. See Mohamed Elgindi, same department.


—, with Derek Bodin, undergraduate student, same department. “Calculation of Cocycles in Infinity Algebras.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. “RUI: Versal Deformations, Deformation Quantization, Moduli Spaces & Graph Complex.” Extramural Grant. National Science Foundation. $47,452.

—. “U.S.-Hungary Math Research on Cohomology & Deformations of Infinity & Lie Algebras.” Extramural Grant. National Science Foundation. $9,800.

Smith, Alex. See Marc Goulet, same department and Paul Thomas, Physics and Astronomy.


—, with Truong Q. Nguyen, ECE Department, Univ. of California-San Diego. “Image Compression for Unmanned Underwater Vehicles.” Extramural Grant. Office of Naval Research. $13,000.


—. See Mohamed Elgindi, same department.

Music and Theatre Arts

Dr. David Baker, Department Chair
156 Haas Fine Arts Center
715/836-4954

Allen, Terry, with Jody Gross, undergraduate student, same department. “Death, the Maiden, and Amnesty International.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Amanda Potts, same department.

French, Andrew Mykle, undergraduate student. See Donald Patterson, same department.

Gallagher, Joshua Patrick, undergraduate student. See Donald Patterson, same department.

Gross, Jody, undergraduate student. See Terry Allen, same department.

Holte, Dawn, undergraduate student. See Jerry Young, same department.


—, cello, with Jee-Won Oh, piano, New York. “Music at Longfellow School.” Bourree 1 from Suite in C Major, BWV 1009 by J. S. Bach, Minuet in G Major by Ludwig van Beethoven, The Swan by Camille Saint-Saens, Tango by Isaac Albeniz, Cavatina by Joachim Raff, Allegro Appassionato, Op. 43 by Camille Saint-


**Patterson, Donald**, with *Andrew Mykle French*, undergraduate student, same department. “A Thorough Exploration of George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue” Spring 2002.


**Peters, Gretchen**, with *Hannah Zimmer*, undergraduate student, same department. “The Role of Women in Music at Powwows in Select Wisconsin


—. See Jerry Young, same department.

Specht, Jeffrey, undergraduate student. See Jerry Young, same department.

Vanderloop, Robert, undergraduate student. See Richard Nimke, same department.

Young, Barbara. See Jerry Young, same department.

Young, Jerry, performer, with Barbara Young, same department. “Celebration Music Series VII.” The Morning Song by Kellaway. First Presbyterian Church, Chippewa Falls, WI. 3 March 2002.

—, performer, with Barbara Young, same department. “Faculty Recital.” Concerto for Tuba by Ewazen, Serenade by Romberg/Sheridan, Reflected Projections by Wroblieski (Wisconsin Premiere), Sultry and Eccentric by Grant (World Premiere), and The Carnival’s Over by B. Young. Gantner Concert Hall, UW-Eau Claire. 30 Sept. 2001.


—, performer, with Dawn Holte, Paul Rosen, and Jeffrey Specht, undergraduate students, same department. “Eu-Tu(ba) (Euphonium/Tuba Quartet - faculty/student collaboration).” Achieved is the Glorious Work by Haydn/Forbes, Canzone per Sonare No.4 by Gabrieli/Gray, Chaconne by Cunningham, A Nightingale Sang in Berkley Square by Sherwin/
Grorich, Sean, undergraduate student. See M. Cecilia Wendler, same department.

Loertscher, Sara, undergraduate student. See M. Cecilia Wendler, same department.

Platt, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Lois Taft, same department.

Stolder, Mary Ellen. See Lois Taft, same department.


Tamke, Karolyn, undergraduate student. See Lois Taft, same department.


—, with Sean Grorich, and Leslie Bruss, undergraduate students, same department. “The Relationship Between Food, Caffeine, and Nicotine Use and Hours of Sleep” and “State Anxiety in Students Facing an Important University Examination.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

—, with Sean Grorich, and Sara Loertscher, undergraduate students, same department. “Undimensional Tools to Measure Clinical Phenomena: Data Collection and Analysis.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Douglas Olson, Allied Health Professions.
Dr. Paul Thomas, Department Chair—Sem I
Dr. J. Erik Hendrickson, Department Chair—Sem II
231 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-3148

Awe, Thomas, undergraduate student. See Matthew Evans, same department.

Barka, Casey, undergraduate student. See Douglas Dunham, same department.


—, with Casey Barka, undergraduate student, same department. “Photoemission Microscopy of Gadolinium and Boron in Cells for Application in Neutron Capture Therapy.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Casey Barka and Sandra Mehlberg, undergraduate students, same department. “Photoemission Studies of Materials.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Evans, Matthew, with Stephanie Johnson, undergraduate student, same department. “Morphological Studies of GaAs (001) c(4x4) Surface Reconstruction.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

—, with Stephanie Johnson and Thomas Awe, undergraduate students, same department. “Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Studies of Co, Fe, and Er on GaAs.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with Jack Kollwitz, undergraduate student. See Kim Pierson, same department.

Laong, Chong Hoong, undergraduate student. See Andrew Swanson, same department.

Mehlberg, Sandra, undergraduate student. See Douglas Dunham, same department.

Myers, Anthony, undergraduate student. See Scott Whitfield, same department.

Peterson, John, undergraduate student. See Paul Thomas, same department.


—, with Chong Hoong Leong, undergraduate student, same department. “Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Heteroepitaxial Cluster Behavior.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

Stecher, George. See Theodore Jaeger, same department.

Swanson, Andrew, with Chong Hoong Leong, undergraduate student, same department. “Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Heteroepitaxial Cluster Behavior.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

Thomas, Paul, with John Peterson, undergraduate student, same department. “Finite Element Modeling of the Coronae of Miranda.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Weiss, Michael, undergraduate student. See Theodore Jaeger, same department.


Weiss, Michael, undergraduate student. See Theodore Jaeger, same department.


Dr. Leonard Gambrell, Department Chair
200 Schneider Social Science
715/836-5744

Abootalebi, Ali, with Christina Lorge and Lucas Swanepoel, undergraduate students, same department. “Globalization and the State in Developing Countries.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Clark, Allyson, undergraduate student. See Geoff Peterson, same department.

Duerst, Lindsey, undergraduate student. See Geoff Peterson, same department.


Johnson, James, undergraduate student. See Geoff Peterson, same department.

Koloen, Glory, undergraduate student. See Geoff Peterson, same department.


Murphy, Rafael Pumarejo, undergraduate student. See Leonard Gambrell, same department.

Licht, Benjamin, undergraduate student. See Geoff Peterson, same department.

Lorge, Christina, undergraduate student. See Ali Abootalebi, same department.

Peterson, Geoff, with Allyson Clark, undergraduate student, same department. “Too Far to the Bottom? Exploring the Phenomenon of Voter Rolloff.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Glory Koloen, undergraduate student, same department. “Examining the Ventura Vote: A Test of Ecological Regression.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project presented at the Southwest Political Science Association meeting, New Orleans, LA, 18-21 March 2002.


Swanepoel, Lucas, undergraduate student. See Ali Abootalebi, same department.


Winkler, Eric, undergraduate student. See Rodd Freitag, same department.

Zukowski, Susan, undergraduate student. See James Tubbs, same department.

PSYCHOLOGY

Dr. Larry Morse, Department Chair
277 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-5733

Alvarez, Elizabeth, undergraduate student. See Marie (Mickey) Crothers, same department.

Anderson, James, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Arnold, Carla, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Barutha, Kate, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Bear, Alicia, undergraduate student. See Blaine Peden, same department.

Berkowitz, Sara, undergraduate student. See Lori Bica, same department.

Bica, Lori, with Catherine Micale, undergraduate student, same department. “Effect of Refutational
Teaching on College Students’ Endorsements of Rape Myths.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.


—, with P. J. Kennedy, Counseling Services, Tamara Plath, Stefanie Wood, Alexis Dorsey, and Rebecca Reitmeier, undergraduate students, same department. “Committee for the Prevention of Violence Against Women at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire: Sexual Assault on Campus: Incidence Rate and Correlates” and “Campus-Wide Sexual Assault Prevention Program.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Bordenave, Jeffrey, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Bune, Mark, undergraduate student. See Roury Boerner, same department.

Burns, Charles, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hamilton and David Jewett, same department.

Cameron, Connie, undergraduate student. See Kevin Klatt, same department.

Carter, Laura, undergraduate student. See Lori Bica, same department.

Chrouser, Christina, undergraduate student. See David Jewett, same department.


—, with Kathryn Hamilton, undergraduate student, same department. “Is There a Relationship Between Participation in Sports and Levels of Depression Among College Students?” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Dake, Jamie, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Dietz, Carly, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hamilton and David Jewett, same department.

Dorsey, Alexis, undergraduate student. See Lori Bica, same department.

Everson, Lorna, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hamilton and David Jewett, same department.

Ferron, Molly, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Flashinski, Doug, undergraduate student. See Chris Gade, Kathryn Hamilton, David Jewett and Blaine Peden, same department.


—. See Blaine Peden, same department.


Gross, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Guell, Erin, undergraduate student. See Megan Giles, same department.


—. See Marie (Mickey) Crothers and David Jewett, same department.

Hallam, Betsy, undergraduate student. See Kevin Klett, same department.

Hehli, Dan, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Holnagel, Kristen, undergraduate student. See Kevin Klett, same department.

Jewett, David, with Christina Chrouser, Carly Dietz, Doug Flashinski, Lorna Everson, Derek Lee, Charles Burns, and Davin Mikkonen, undergraduate students, same department. “Does Agouti-Related Peptide Increase Food Motivation?” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Johanna Johnson and Kathryn Hamilton, undergraduate students, same department. “Does Ghrelin Increase Food Motivation?” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Kathryn Hamilton, same department.

Johnson, Andrew, undergraduate student. See Blaine Peden, same department.

Johnson, Johanna, undergraduate student. See David Jewett, same department.

—, with Julie Slowiak, undergraduate student, same department. “Payment and Monitoring as Factors in Adherence to Prescription Exercise.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Keniston, Allen. See P. J. Kennedy, Counseling Services.


—. See Blaine Peden, same department.

Klatt, Kevin, with Ashley Wegener, undergraduate student, same department. “Treatment of Challenging Behaviors for a Child with Autism in a Community Setting.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Melissa Marsh, and Connie Cameron, undergraduate students, same department. “Assessing the Social Validity of Autism Outcomes.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with Mikhail Koffarnus, Cassie Welch, and Roxanne Wolf, undergraduate students, same department. “The Effects of Establishing Operations on Preferences for Typically Developing Children.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Laura Lockner, graduate student, same department. “Zero Tolerance Policies: Their Impact on Students’ Perceptions of Safety in School.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Koffarnus, Mikhail, undergraduate student. See Kevin Klatt and Gregory Madden, same department.

Krueger, Krista, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Lee, Derek, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hamilton and David Jewett, same department.

Lisowe, Jessica, undergraduate student. See Blaine Peden, same department.

Lockner, Laura, graduate student. See Kimberly Knesting, same department.

Madden, Gregory, with Ashley Wegener, undergraduate student, same department. “Real Versus Hypothetical Rewards.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.

—, with Ashley Wegener, Jeffrey Bordenave, Bethany Raiff and Jamie Dake, undergraduate students, same department. “Human Temporal Discounting When the Consequences are Real and Hypothetical.” Mid-American Association for Behavior Analysis, Bloomington, IL—Poster Presentation. Nov. 2001.


—, with Ellie Mauel, undergraduate student, same department. “Effects of Varying Schedules of Food Rewards on Consumption and Response Output in
Pigeons.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with James Anderson, Mikhail Koffarnus and Rebecca Oppenheim, undergraduate students, same department. “The Role of Informative Stimuli on Concurrent Reinforcement Schedule Sensitivity.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with James Soldner, undergraduate student, same department. “Pigeon Preferences Between Equivalent Unit Prices.” Mid-American Association for Behavior Analysis, Bloomington, IL—Poster Presentation. Nov. 2001. UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002, Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with James Soldner, undergraduate student, same department. “The Role of Informative Stimuli on Concurrent Reinforcement Schedule Sensitivity.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—, with Mikhail Koffarnus and Kate Barutha, undergraduate students, same department. “The Role of Informative Stimuli on Concurrent Reinforcement Schedule Sensitivity.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with Mikhail Koffarnus, Kate Barutha and Dan Hehli, undergraduate students, same department. “Do Pigeons Observe Informative Stimuli?” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Marsh, Melissa, undergraduate student. See Kevin Klatt, same department.

Matzke, Kelly, undergraduate student. See Blaine Peden, same department.

Maul, Ellie, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Micale, Catherine, undergraduate student. See Lori Bica, same department.

Mikkonen, Davin, undergraduate student. See David Jewett, same department.

Miller, Pamela, undergraduate student. See Marie (Mickey) Crothers, same department.

Mojsiej, Julie, undergraduate student. See Anna King and Blaine Peden, same department.

Necci, Daniel, undergraduate student. See Allen Keniston, same department.

Oppenheim, Rebecca, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden and Blaine Peden, same department.

Peden, Blaine, with Doug Flashinski, Chris Gade and Andrew Johnson, undergraduate students, same department. “Ethical Analysis of Behavioral Research on the Internet.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.
—, with Julie Mojsiej and Anna King, undergraduate students, same department. “Undergraduate Understanding of Ethical Boundaries.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session 22-23 April 2002.


—. See Roury Boerner, Chris Gade, Megan Giles, Kathryn Hamilton, and Anna King, same department.

Plath, Tamara, undergraduate student. See Lori Bica, same department.

Raiff, Bethany, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Reitmeier, Rebecca, undergraduate student. See Lori Bica, same department.

Schmitz, Shelia, graduate student. See Marie (Mickey) Crothers, same department.

Slowiak, Julie, undergraduate student. See Allen Keniston and Blaine Peden, same department.

Smith, Juliana, undergraduate student. See Kimberly Knesting, same department.

Soldner, James, undergraduate student. See Gregory Madden, same department.

Thalacker, Heidi, undergraduate student. See Marie (Mickey) Crothers, same department.

Umberger, Katie, undergraduate student. See Blaine Peden, same department.


Wahlstrom, Jill, undergraduate student. See Kathryn Hamilton, same department.

Wegener, Ashley, undergraduate student. See Kevin Klatt and Gregory Madden, same department.

Welch, Cassie, undergraduate student. See Kevin Klatt, same department.

Wolf, Roxanne, undergraduate student. See Kevin Klatt, same department.

Wood, Stefanie, undergraduate student. See Lori Bica and Marie (Mickey) Crothers, same department.

PUBLIC SAFETY

Mr. David Backstrom, Director
119A Crest Wellness Center
715/836-2102

Hubbard, Douglas. “Bicycle Safety Patrol.” Extramural Grant. WI Department of Transportation. $1,000.

—. “Pedestrian Safety Patrol.” Extramural Grant. WI Department of Transportation. $1,000.

SCHOOL OF HUMAN SCIENCES AND SERVICES—ADMINISTRATIVE

Ms. Patricia M. Christopherson, Interim Associate Dean
180 Human Sciences & Services
715/836-5038

Christopherson, Patricia, with Debra King. Continuing Education. “Community-Based Services Training Partnership for Adults.” Extramural Grant. U.S. Department of Education. $213,000.
**School of Nursing-Administrative**

Dr. Rita Sparks, Interim Associate Dean  
101 School of Nursing  
715/836-5287

Bottoms, Marjorie. See Rita Sparks, same department.


**Social Work**

Dr. Nicholas Smiar, Department Chair  
256 Human Sciences & Services  
715/836-4435

Cornell-Swanson, LaVonne. See Steven Tallant, Academic Affairs-Administrative.


Mueggenborg, Jaclyn, undergraduate student. See Keri Saxrud, same department.

Ryberg, Richard. See Keri Saxrud, same department.


Washbek, Michelle, undergraduate student. See Keri Saxrud, same department.

Wilson, Sara, undergraduate student. See Steven Tallant, Academic Affairs-Administrative.

**Sociology and Anthropology-Sem I**

Dr. Leonard Gambrell, Interim Department Chair  
438 Schneider Social Science  
715/836-2720

Beger, Randall R. See Jeremy Hein, same department.

Bonstead-Bruns, Melissa, with Heather Dunn, undergraduate student, same department. “Public Perceptions of Gendered Skill as They Relate to Occupational Role Assignments.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


Dunn, Heather, undergraduate student. See Melissa Bonstead-Bruns, same department.

Erger, Jeff, with Melinda Miceli, same department, and Amanda Tompkins, undergraduate student, same department. “Analyzing Identity Performance and Helping Behavior in Internet Communities.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Meyer, Mindy, undergraduate student. See Margaret Cassidy, same department.

Miceli, Melinda. See Jeff Erger, same department.

Tompkins, Amanda, undergraduate student. See Jeff Erger, same department.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Dr. Vicki Snider, Department Chair
243 Human Sciences & Services
715/836-2112

Richard, Darrell, graduate student. See Vicki Snider, same department.

Snider, Vicki, with Darrell Richard, graduate student, same department. “Creativity and the Learning: Does a Correlation Exist?” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


STUDENT SERVICES

Dr. William Harms, Associate Vice Chancellor
105 Hilltop Center
715/836-4810


—. “National Youth Sports Program (Food).” Extramural Grant. U.S. Department of Education. $95,000.

WOMEN’S STUDIES

Dr. Jennifer Shaddock, Interim Coordinator
55 Brewer Hall
715/836-5717
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